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ABSTRACT

SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO

SIGNAL RECORDING AND SOFTWARE REVISION

Peter A. Clyde

Department of Physics

Bachelor of Science

The Utah State University Research Foundation Space Dynamics Laboratory

(SDL) based in Logan Utah is a University Affiliated Research Center of Utah

State University. SDL works on various scientific endeavors involving space

research, communication technology, and software improvement. SDL has

developed a system of radio signal processing software designed to receive

radio signals and convert them into binary data. The software then stores

the data on a Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) in a “RAID

60” configuration of twenty 10-terabyte hard-drives, making 200 terabytes of

memory in total with 150 gigabytes of usable space for standard computational

practices. Though the system and programs were designed properly and the

software problems were repaired by the author to obtain a decent operative

state, internal problems with the Software still exist where internal buffers

programmed into the software defined radio (SDR) are being filled improperly





due to the rigidity and complexity of the software in conjunction with signal

variance involved with radio signal data collection. This causes time out errors

due to pre-programmed safeguards being activated, making the system unable

to process the data as it should. Possible modifications and redesign may

need to be made to counter this internal buffer problem, or even bypass it

altogether. A total redesign of the system may be the best option.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Within the branch of Ionospheric research that Space Dynamics Laboratory (SDL)

has established in Albuquerque New Mexico, the scientists, physicists, and engineers

there have established a computer data recording system coupled with a Software

Defined Radio (SDR). The system is meant to receive radio signals ranging from 2-

25MHz with a center frequency of 14.5MHz, and is capable of receiving beyond this

range as required. The system then processes the signals into a digital format, and

stores the data made from the signals collected on a computer system housed in a

RAID 60 configuration.

This RAID 60 configuration is a group of hard-drives with aligned software that

can have data written across them [1]. This causes a redundant saving of data where

if one or more of the hard-drives fail, the data will not be completely lost because it

is written on the other hard-drives. This configuration also handles computer tasks

involving memory more efficiently as the work load is distributed out across the hard-

drives. 200 terabytes of memory set up in this way is being used to house the data

collected and run the system of programs along with basic computer function and

features.
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2 Chapter 1 Introduction

The software for this system is written in C++, which is highly efficient for han-

dling the feed of data from the radio and processing it into usable files at a high

rate. The initial problem was that the software functioned improperly, and incon-

sistencies in data collection and full-on crashes of the entire computer-radio system

happened frequently. Some modifications to the software were made that repaired

the full system crashes and minimized any minor problems. The system however

still suffers occasional problems when receiving a radio signal. There needs to be a

steady recording of this radio data to obtain any useful information, especially for

the gathering of data intended for statistical analysis over prolonged periods of time.

This requires a computer-radio system that can consistently run for prolonged periods

of time unsupervised and uninterrupted. Currently the system does this with little

error, but there still exists an inconsistency problem where on occasion the system

fails. This is likely due to internal buffer errors combined with the complexity of the

program system that operates this computer-radio configuration.



Chapter 2

Basic Science of Signal Creation,

Propagation, and Collection

Radio waves are electromagnetic waves that are mainly used for communication pur-

poses, ranging from one centimeter up to multiple meters in wavelength [2]. They can

be emitted and received via an antenna connected to an AC transmitter and receiver

respectively. Radio waves can be modified with respect to their frequency and ampli-

tude by modifying, or “tuning” the flow of power to them; i.e., how quickly the AC

current alternates (frequency) in relation to the amount of potential voltage supplied

to the transmitter (amplitude) [3]. These variations can carry data and information

depending on how the electrical signal is manipulated. This allows everything from

vocal messages to data, text, and images to be transferred over great distances de-

pending on the power level behind the signal. These signals can be “picked up” by a

receiver antenna tuned to the same parameters as the transmitting antenna.

Low energy radio waves, or “surface waves” normally follow the curvature of the

earth after emission over long distances. However this creates a problem: as the wave

travels it is attenuated due to the wave inducing a voltage in the earth as it travels.

3



4 Chapter 2 Basic Science of Signal Creation, Propagation, and Collection

This causes the signal to be attenuated more the farther it travels decreasing the power

behind it, making the distance to receive a decent transmission relatively short [4].

Due to this, the receiving antenna needs to be in the line of sight of the transmitting

antenna, the distance of the line of sight varies depending on the frequency and power

behind the wave coupled with the attenuation and the topography of the area. This

makes an inconsistency in receiving the wanted signal a possibility if the receiving

antenna is beyond that distance.

An option to avoid this is to boost the voltage behind the emitted radio wave so the

signal has sufficient power to reach the receiving antenna, increasing the line of sight

distance. This is inconvenient for long distance communication purposes however, as

the power needed to reach the desired distance may be too high for the radio systems

involved to handle without causing damage to the equipment. A second option to

overcome this is not only can the power behind the signal be increased, but the signal

can be vertically polarized to reduce the attenuation. This action aligns the signal

with the induced voltage of the earth reducing the power needed to increase the line

of sight distance, allowing more power to remain with the wave. However, it should

be noted that the signal will still be subject to fading as some attenuation still does

occur due to the physical features of the earth not being a perfect surface, so a perfect

vertical polarization cannot take place. A way to avoid this all together is to use the

ionosphere. A signal with sufficient power can be “bounced” off of the ionosphere

and back down to the intended receiver antenna, avoiding any sort of physical object

or topography attenuation. These signals are referred to as “sky waves” [4].

The ionosphere is a layer of the earth’s atmosphere that begins 50-80 kilometers

above the surface of the earth [5]. The ionosphere contains ionized particles and

electrons ejected from their atoms after absorbing radiation from the sun. The ions

and electrons form a layer of electrical charge that varies in strength and intensity
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throughout the whole atmospheric layer over the earth. These are due to the variance

of ionizing energy absorbed from the different levels and types of radiation that are

emitted by the sun. These differences in the density of the incident plasma can create

a sufficient layer of electric charge that causes a reflecting effect that “bounces” the

sky waves back down to the surface of the earth. This makes transmission of radio

communications over great distances less difficult. A sky wave with sufficient power

can be bounced between the ionosphere and the surface of the earth as far as the

power behind the signal can sustain it, making it possible for a receiving antenna to

pick up communications from the other side of the planet [6].
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Chapter 3

Hardware and Software

Configurations

To obtain data concerning how low frequency radio waves interact with the iono-

sphere, a SDR was tuned to the desired frequencies and programmed to dump what-

ever data was carried over these signals into a computer which in turn would store

it for analysis. The computer system uses a RAID 60 configuration of twenty, 10-

terabyte hard-drives running on the Linux Mint Operating System (OS) (version

18.1) to store what was collected. This setup of multiple hard-drives allows for not

only mass storage of the data collected, but easier workload distribution of computer

processes. It also utilizes redundancy data recording in the event that one or more

of the hard drives fail. This way the data collected will not be lost entirely after a

crash.

Linux Mint is a widely available open source OS that is not subject to forced

updates, and is more reliable than other commercial OS. Forced updates can cause

problems of mass data loss if the system was in the middle of an operation and

underwent a forced update and shut down, erasing the data that was written. Since

7
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a Linux OS does not have forced updates, it allows for a steadier control of the

programs working environment. The user can choose when to install the updates

provided by the Linux community avoiding any unneeded software being installed

and causing additional problems. The main Integrated Desktop Environment (IDE)

used to manipulate the software was NetBeans version 8.2, an open source IDE with

useful features for analyzing computer code.

The radio used was an Ettus Research USRP X300 SDR, designed to receive and

transmit signals, and pass them as data to and from a computer system. It also

has the feature of being able to receive two inputs from two different antennas. The

antennas used were two square antennas that were oriented with the four cardinal

directions to capture signals coming from any direction of transmission. Each antenna

was 5.9436m ± 15.24cm long with a diameter of 4.445cm ± .3175cm. They were made

from steel weave coaxial mesh cable that was originally designed for wire insulation

purposes. The antennas were housed inside a PVC pipe structure holding them in

the square shape mentioned. Each antenna has a series of signal scrubbers attached

to it that scrub out any frequency that is not in the range of 2-25MHz.



Chapter 4

Methods

4.1 Procedure

The following is a procedure used to test the recording code for various problems with

data handling and structure for collecting the radio data.

1. Open selected program from the group of programs being worked on with a

program editor. (NetBeans 8.2 IDE is most preferable for analysis features in

this case.)

2. Test the capability of program to see if it works properly.

3. If the program is functioning as it should, test multi-program and file system

interaction to see if the system the program is a part of is working correctly;

else proceed to step 6.

4. Repeat steps 2-4 for larger scale program systems as needed.

5. If the program system is fully functional, proceed to step 13.

9



10 Chapter 4 Methods

6. Map the structure of the program as completely as possible, including what

other files it calls and what information and data processes it uses. Also map

where it sends and receives the information and data.

7. Map multi-program interaction and file interaction as completely as possible,

including what other files and programs are called and what system processes

it uses and where it sends and receives the data.

8. Discern and follow the logic and data processes inside the program, identifying

logic problems and the program bugs that appear.

9. Discern and follow multi-program and file logic and data processes in the multi-

program and file interactions and identify logic problems and system bugs that

appear.

10. Systematically repair the problems in the individual program being worked on

until the program performs the required tasks expected of it.

11. Systematically repair the problems in the program system being worked on until

the program system performs the required tasks.

12. Repeat steps 6-12 as needed for larger program systems as needed.

13. Re-analyze the program, multi-program interactions, and file interactions of the

systems. Look for improvements in logic, data, and information passing, and

structuring of the systems etc.

14. Systematically implement the improvements without compromising the basic

function of the systems and programs.

15. Repeat steps 1-14 as needed.
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4.2 Cleaning the Code

When the code for receiving data was first addressed, it was difficult to decipher

due to many individuals contributing to it. The first major task was to clean up

the appearance of the code so it was at least readable by a person familiar with

programming. A preferred format was chosen and adhered to, then every program

and header file was set to the chosen format. The C++ programming language

has less sensitivity to spacing and alignment compared to other languages, but is

more sensitive to memory allocation, sequencing of data, and logic issues. Several

restructured types of the selected formatting were used to maximize the readability

of the code they contained without compromising functionality.

The next problem to be addressed was that within the programs in the struc-

ture of the signal receiving program system, there were a number of “transmission

segments” integrated with the receiving software. These segments caused a process-

ing issue where the SDR could not operate properly. The SDR was attempting to

handle the separate transmission and receiving processes, and the involved logic of

both transmission and receiving all at once as programmed into the system. These

segments were first commented out, then entirely removed later as the receiving soft-

ware was modified and streamlined for better functionality. In addition, the purpose

of the system was deemed to be for receiving only, versus the original purpose of dual

transmission and receiving.

The next task was understanding the initial structure of the program system. The

programs in question were written in C++ and the majority of the programs depend

on memory allocation and calling the needed functions from either header files and

C files or both, via data string manipulation. A program can call another file or

program by indicating the address of where it is; like following a “string” back to
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where it is tied. Operating in the same manner, many of the header files would also

call other C files to gain the function needed. Many of the functions operating within

the programs were simply housed in the header files resulting in the programs and

files calling one another for needed functions back and forth.

Figure 4.1 This is a representation of the program interaction structure. The
radio control program is the main entity that directs every other program.
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4.3 Code Structure Analysis

4.3.1 Tracing the Lead Program

After a careful study of the string manipulation and hierarchy of the headers and

programs calling each other, it was determined that the true “brain” of the system

calling the headers was the program: “RadarController.cpp”. This program had a

far more complex header call hierarchy than the other programs, which mainly called

back to their respective headers and related C files with an occasional program being

called from another file. This program called nearly every other header file and a few

of the C files besides, along with sending and receiving data to and from the other

programs along the way, dictating the over all performance of the system as shown

in figure one.

4.3.2 Time Dependence

After working out these dependencies and learning more about how the string ma-

nipulation associated with them worked, a process was begun of analyzing Radar-

Controller.cpp and understanding how the systems inside this program operated. It

was found that this program synchronizes the timing of the whole system along with

governing the file creation, what goes into the created files, and the size of the files

in question. This program also dictates the size of the packets of data being parti-

tioned and placed inside of these files. Lastly, RadarController.cpp governs the speed

and creation of the components needed to make the files usable. In studying the file

creation segment, it was found that, depending on how long the SDR was told by

RadarController.cpp to process the incoming data, it would make a custom file size

and in turn create data packets fitting that size of a file. All of this was based on the

amount of time and the sample frequency rate that was set by the user. To determine
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if a desired fraction of time could be used as the time element for the file creation

and processing, the denominator of that fraction needed only to be able to divide the

sample rate evenly, giving a range of times that would work: 1/4th to 1/64th of a

second.

To prevent any sort of data spillage and make sure the data is usable, this file

creation segment of RadrController.cpp also constructs buffers that are placed at

either end of the file so the file size is not either wasted, or overwritten. The size

of these buffers is determined by the file size and the amount of time indicated to

process the data. If the time variable was too small, the SDR was unable to keep up

the pace, and would skip pieces of data and cause errors. If the time variable was

too big, the resulting buffers would get in the way of the data packets traveling to

the file, causing an error. This could be likened to the mis-sizing of sand grains in an

hour glass. If the granules are too big, or the hole too small, the sand can not pass to

the bottom once the hour glass is turned over to make the sand flow. This was the

same case only involving data packets and buffers. The data packages were too big

to pass by the buffers that were making a tiny opening for the data.

After discovering this, the amount of time for the program to execute its processes

was systematically reduced, resulting in the size of the buffers being decreased. The

“chunkSec” variable that indicated this time value in the program was incrementally

modified to the smaller time segments mentioned, greatly decreasing the amount of

errors occurring during operation. The 1/64th of a second time segment proved to

be too short, demonstrating multiple errors over a run-time test of days with errors

happening within minutes to hours apart of each other. The 1/32nd of a second

proved to be less problematic, but multiple errors were still apparent during long

term testing. A 1/16th of a second was tested and found to only have a single error

occurring over a test spanning a Friday afternoon to a Monday morning. This smaller
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time increment allowed the data packets to pass unhindered and be placed into the

custom file that was made. This fixed the file inconsistency problem partially and

the full system crash problem completely.

4.3.3 Ettus Research Software Problems

The next problem to address was the remaining file inconsistencies caused by the

SDR where, after having some sort of error, the SDR would flush the system logs and

start over with a new file. The error message the SDR would send looked something

like this:

UsrpInterface.ccp:307 USRP sent error while receiving samples: 8,1

When investigating these messages, it was noticed that the error code contained

a reference to the “UsrpInterface.cpp” program, line 307. As the software had been

sorted out, this line of code was traced and found to be the output of the error code

using called data values from elsewhere in the code body titled: “md.error code”. In

the Netbeans version 8.2 IDE there is a nice feature of “Ctrl+Alt+click” that allows

navigation to the source of something that is called from another program or file.

The feature was used on the actual object on the end of that line: “error code”.

The feature navigated to an Ettus Research file titled “metadata.hpp” that is hidden

somewhere within the given code for running the SDR to prevent irreparable tamper-

ing to the software that would compromise the SDR being able to function. Within

this file it gave the definition of the numbers at the end of the error message. “1” was

a simple time out message to prevent infinite loops, while the “8” had the following

message:

\An internal receive buffer has filled or a sequence error has been
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detected. So why is this overloaded? Simple: legacy support. It would

have been much cleaner to create a separate error code for sequence

error, but that would have broken the legacy applications. So, the out_

of_sequence flag was added to differentiate between the two error cases.

In either case, data is missing between this time_spec and the time_spec

of the next successful receive."

If interpreted correctly, the message indicated either the SDR received nothing

from the internal buffers being filled or something happened out of order, or both

errors happened during operation. Since the RAID setup had files of data before

and after the error, it was determined to be a timing and filling issue where at

times as data comes over the signal, there occurs a problem that effects the internal

data buffers. It was found that the internal buffers of the SDR were being filled

in a manner that caused a problem as the data was being received from the signal,

resulting in the SDR operating out of sequence, dropping data packets and activating

the time out safeguard programming built into the SDR, thus avoiding an infinite

loop dilemma. This can also happen if the two antennas receive different signals with

differing amounts of data, filling the internal buffers differently, causing the same

anomaly.

4.4 TCP and MTU Values

After research on the Internet on how different pieces of hardware communicate with

one another, the effort to fix this problem was focused on an internal hardware control

called Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). This feature was designed to create a

flexible window for the data to flow between pieces of hardware without having to be

changed too much to be received or sent [7]. What were considered the TCP values
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were located in various files on the computer and were systematically increased. These

values are a set number of bits that dictates the amount of data that can be passed

between pieces of hardware.

The theory behind this action is that an increase in the number of bits allowed

for the TCP to handle into packets would allow less packets of data to pass while

maintaining the same amount of data to be handled by the program. Allowing for a

more orderly approach without having to hunt down the internal buffers of the SDR

relieving the buffers from being filled completely from the constant stream of data

that was coming in from the radio.

Another factor for passing data that was considered was the Maximum Trans-

mission Unit (MTU) [8]. This value is the maximum size a packet of data can be

that is transferred over the network of the hardware components. Depending on the

hardware, this number for most regular systems and Ethernet cables is 1,500 bytes

per packet of data. For this system, the 10 gigabyte Ethernet cable connected from

the radio to the RAID allows for larger amounts ranging from 8,000 to 15,000 bytes

per packet, depending on what the SDR can handle. If the data packet is bigger

than this, the hardware will cut it to smaller packets automatically and the receiving

hardware will reassemble it on the receiving end. This causes a slowdown as more

computer processes are engaged to move and cut the data packets.

The TCP values were systematically increased to accommodate files up to 100

Megabytes. Upon attempting this it was found that doubling the numbers created a

growing amount of working memory being used during operation for reasons unknown.

This is a problem because working memory is used to run all of the other computer

processes. If the memory is all used the computer will crash fully as it has no memory

for the operating system. When investigating this, it was found that any whole

number multiplied to make an increase to the TCP numbers would result in this
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memory fill problem, as the TCP number was being doubled from 67,108,864 bits to

134,217,728. Dividing this number by 8 yields a byte size of about 16 Megabytes.

The file system for reasons unknown also had trouble with the manipulation of the

TCP numbers.

4.5 Comparison

Upon running into this dilemma, it was determined that a comparison of the software

before the changes to the current software was required to re-examine the file creation

process. This would potentially reveal ways to fix the occasional error that was still

happening. Upon doing this, it was discovered that the whole software system was

unique as compared to any other recording system SDL had in terms of software.

This made comparison impossible by conventional means. Therefore, it was decided

to try to implement the unique pieces of software into a system that was running

on older software that did the same tasks required of the current software. If this

was possible, a comparison could be made between the unique system and the old

software in terms of how it handled files. After the unique software was fitted into

the old programs, the system was left to operate overnight to solicit any problems

that might occur.

After five days of operation the system exhibited seven errors of the same nature

as the unique system. For a true comparison, the settings in the old system were

set to the same values as the unique system, and the outfit was set to run again.

Once a bench mark of 80 percent of the storage space was used, comparison would

be possible. Unfortunately the older hybrid system was required elsewhere, and the

comparison was unable to be made.
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4.6 New Task

Another task was set forward where the separated transmission software of the pro-

gram system was updated for efficiency and an amplifier control switch program was

needed to be added to control an external radio signal amplifier. Initially how this

amplifier was controlled was by a small port on the front of the amplifier device.

Depending on which pin was powered through the port via a specific plug special-

ized for each wanted frequency, this would cause the amplifier to boost the particular

range of the assigned frequency being transmitted. Though effective, this was not

very efficient as it required a human for operation, as shown in figure 3.2.

A digital program was devised to perform this action automatically via the radio.

The program obtains the central frequency of transmission and determines the value

of which pin needs to be activated, the program then passes this value to a function

that tells the radio to power the respective pin. The pin is connected by a wire to the

amplifier, powering the respective amplifier pin for that frequency to be transmitted.

Once initialized properly, the program system was be able to control the amplifier in

a manner that activated the amplifier without any physical operation of removal or

insertion of plugs. An example of the program if it were made to be a stand-alone

program can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.2 The ring hanging on the front of the amplifier holds varying
plugs that need to be plugged in as the computer radio system transmits.
Each plug is labeled with what frequency it is used for.



Chapter 5

Results

After removal of the transmission software and reformatting for readability, the com-

puter radio system exhibited behavior of partial functionality without full system

crashes to a point of acceptable data collection. After a program system analysis fol-

lowing the above procedure was performed, the problem was traced to a file creation,

buffer size, and processing time data variable titled: “chunkSec” located on line 118

in the RadarController.cpp program that was initially set to the fractional time of

1/4 th of a second. This amount of time was too long as it increased the size of the

data buffers and data packet size making them unable to pass by one another while

filling the custom-made file. After this it was determined to be an internal buffer

issue where the pre-built buffers were being affected. This caused the SDR to stop

functioning temporarily, and restart the recording system as the rigidity and com-

plexity of the program system had to reinitialize everything in order to function. In

turn that caused a problem when there was a variance in signal data being received.

Adjustment of the buffers and the system as a whole to be more flexible is highly

recommended.

The TCP limits and the MTU amounts were adjusted to where they would affect

21
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the buffers positively. Handling such small increments of data in a small amount of

time required greater computing power than what was available. Without adjustment

to the buffer settings the whole system will continue to have an occasional error, but

will still run with little interruption for collecting statistical radio data.

Further testing of the antenna configuration found that if one antenna received

a radically different signal than the other in terms of fluctuation, i.e. one was a

very clean artificial signal verses the other being received from an unknown source

with some variance, an error would occur. This would cause the radio to throw the

same error message, most likely due to wide differences in signal causing the data

buffers to be filled differently resulting in a timing issue which then causes an out

of sequence processing problem and trips the pre-programmed hardware preservation

programming in the radio.

For the separate transmission project, due to the complexity of the system it

proved difficult to integrate the amplifier switch program. Redesign of the whole

system would most likely be the best option to obtain successful integration of fu-

ture modifications to the program system and aid in streamlining the system as a

whole. Currently the amplifier switch program has been integrated successfully with

no errors.



Chapter 6

Discussion

Based on these results, the best course of action would be first to optimize the time

increment value to ensure peak performance by the whole system. This would most

likely minimize the errors and make it easy to pinpoint other problems. The next step

would be to research more complex buffer systems that may be able to be programmed

to the SDR to handle fluctuation of signal so the SDR would no longer be overwhelmed

by data passing problems. The buffers should be redesigned to be dynamic so handling

data is less of a problem.

Circular Buffers would most likely be the best option as they operate more on

memory allocation rather than by data size [9]. Circular buffers are best utilized for

passing data rather than being filled by it. This works by setting the buffer to a

certain size which in this case can be set using the signal sample rate and varied by

the “chunkSec” time increment. This will cause the buffer to fit the data dynamically

as the circular buffer is filled. Allowing the buffer to empty the oldest data and refill

that particular section of memory minimizes the need for re-initialization. Caution

would need to be exercised, however, concerning the speed at which this happens so

as to prevent any data loss from over writing taking place.

23
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Third, a total redesign of the entire radio signal receiving and transmission soft-

ware might be useful. The current system is a very complex program that makes

implementation of a dynamic circular buffer and new segments of code difficult. If

the system were redesigned, a circular buffer could be easily implemented along with

improvements and any needed modification would be easier and faster to add in as

needed.

Apart from the software modifications, it would also be good to look at the changes

in signals being processed into data. It seems that signals received that are radically

different from one another are able to cause problems for the program as it is currently

designed due to complexity and rigidity. Rapid and extreme varying changes in the

data from the different signals seems to be strenuous for the current program and its

buffers, as these buffers and many parts of the program are reinitialized every time

data is received. If the whole system was simplified and made more flexible when it

comes to handling data in regards to memory use, it may be able to overcome the

problems addressed.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

The initial problem of full system crashes has been repaired, and inconsistencies in

file creation and data collection has been greatly reduced. The system runs with

little error and may be used for collecting statistical radio data. Any error currently

occurring, to the extent of the authors knowledge, is stemming from the complexity

and rigidity of the programming in conjunction with the nature of SDR research and

hardware. Redesign maybe the best course of action with implementation of dynamic

buffers and data handling techniques to deal with varying signal fluctuation and in

consequence, dynamic data variance.
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Appendix A

Stand alone transmission code:

#include <cstdlib >

#include <iostream >

using namespace std;

void pinSwitch(int pinPwr)

{// Originally a switch case function after some help from Eugene Dao

// switch case was unneeded , became this function (P.C.) 8/9/19

radio ->set\underline{ }gpio\underline{ }attr("FP0", "OUT". 1 <<

pinPwr ,

0b1111111 , 0);

return;

}// function bracket

int filtering(int transmissionValue ,int pinPwr)

{

if(( transmissionValue >= 0) || (transmissionValue < 1.8e6))

{

pinPwr = 0;

}

else if(( transmissionValue >= 1.8e6) || (transmissionValue < 3.7e6

))

29
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{

pinPwr = 1;

}

else if(( transmissionValue) >= 3.7e6 || (transmissionValue < 7.5e6

))

{

pinPwr = 2;

}

else if(( transmissionValue >= 7.5e6) || (transmissionValue < 10e6)

)

{

pinPwr = 3;

}

else if(( transmissionValue >= 10e6) || (transmissionValue <= 15e6

&& transmissionValue < 18e6))

{

pinPwr = 4;

}

else if(( transmissionValue >= 18e6) || (transmissionValue <= 20e6

&& transmissionValue < 25e6))

{

pinPwr = 5;

}

else if(( transmissionValue >= 25e6) || (transmissionValue <= 30e6

&& transmissionValue < 31e6))

{

pinPwr = 6;

}

else if(transmissionValue >= 31e6)

{

pinPwr = 0;
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}

return pinPwr;

}

int main(int argc , char** argv)

{

int transmissionValue = 0;

int pinPwr = 0;

cout << "Please enter transmission frequency in Hz: ";

cin >> transmissionValue;

cout << endl;

int filtering(int transmissionValue ,int pinPwr);

//cout << pinPwr << endl;

void pinSwitch(int pinPwr);

return 0;

}
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